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Summary: In this paper the method of electrical properties homogenization  
of cellular conductive structures, constituting periodic layers of laminar materials  
is characterized. Complex geometries of these structures adjusted in terms of desired 
frequency response were homogenized using numerical calculations carried out by FEM. 
Resistance and inductance of the cells’ electrical circuit were estimated. Frequency 
response curves of investigated elements and equivalent homogeneous materials were 
compared. On the basis of the presented results, conclusions and restrictions on the 
homogenization of the electrical properties of such elements were formulated. 
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UJEDNORODNIENIE WŁAŚCIWOŚCI ELEKTRYCZNYCH 
MATERIAŁÓW LAMINARNYCH Z DOBIERANĄ PRZEWODZĄCĄ 
STRUKTURĄ PERIODYCZNĄ 

Streszczenie. W artykule scharakteryzowano metodę ujednorodnienia właściwości 
elektrycznych, powtarzalnych komórkowych struktur przewodzących, tworzących 
periodyczne warstwy materiałów laminarnych. Złożone geometrie struktur, dobierane 
pod względem zadanych odpowiedzi częstotliwościowych, poddano homogenizacji przy 
zastosowaniu obliczeń przeprowadzonych za pomocą metody elementów skończonych. 
Oszacowano zastępcze rezystancje i indukcyjności komórek. Porównano ich 
charakterystyki amplitudowe z odpowiadającymi im materiałami jednorodnymi.  
Na podstawie rezultatów sformułowano wnioski i ograniczenia w homogenizacji 
właściwości elektrycznych tego rodzaju elementów. 

Słowa kluczowe: materiały laminarne periodyczne, metoda elementów skończonych, ujednorodnienie 
właściwości 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Development of composite materials is in some measure directed at quest for structures 
having requisite and non-typical mechanical properties. The formulated demands usually 
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apply to proper (i.e. expected) chemical or thermal resistance. During last few years attention 
has been paid to hybrid materials; their electromagnetic properties may be modelled 
extensively by changing proportion or spatial distribution of component substances [9, 10]. 
Composites include also laminar materials made up of several, not necessarily homogeneous 
2D layers with repeatable and controlled internal geometry [1]. We may cite here examples of 
such systems: thin-layer fractal structures used as elements of signal circuits or antennas [1,5], 
where change in geometry leads to shift in operating frequency range. Thermal circuits which 
are built onto elastic bases [3] are characterized by non-typical thermal properties. Advanced 
metamaterials make it possible to select equivalent magnetic permeability and electrical 
permittivity (and indirectly refractive index or wave impedance) in order to create a desired 
local configuration of electromagnetic field [6]. Moreover, electromagnetic composites may 
be used in medical appliances, e.g. magnetic moderators in biotherapy or elements of MRI 
devices [9]. 

Analysis and selection of such structures is nowadays the subject of extensive research, 
on account of growing interest in artificial materials which are characterized by properties 
which do not exist in nature. Such materials result from assembly of at least two component 
materials characterized by different properties, of different proportions or shapes [4, 5]. In 
order to undertake simplified modelling of such materials, homogenization methods are 
applied to properties of final structure; knowledge of component materials’ properties is 
required [9]. If we introduce changes on a scale greater than dimensions of component 
particles and much smaller than length of investigated electromagnetic wave, then it is 
possible to model such system as a homogeneous material with effective properties.  

 

Fig.1. Example of laminar material ΩS constructed of nonconductive base ΩB with repetitively 
distributed conductive cell elements Ωe 

Rys.1. Przykładowy materiał laminarny ΩS zbudowany z osadzonych na nieprzewodzącym podłożu 
bazowym ΩB powtarzalnie rozłożonych, przewodzących komórek elementarnych Ωe 

In this work we have investigated a problem of homogenizing electrical properties of 
conductive structures (Ωe cells), which form the operating stratum of thin-layer laminar 
material ΩS (Fig. 1). The studied elements are characterized by complex geometry, which is 
selected on the basis of required frequency response in the range of 0 to 1 MHz; this issue has 
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been discussed in [4]. Proposed homogenization method has demanded evaluating the 
dependence of inductance of homogenous material on its relative magnetic permeability. 
Parameters of equivalent electrical circuit of the cells (analyzed material is composed of these 
cells) have been determined. Effective parameters of scattered field model of homogenous 
material have been determined. This material represents cells periodically distributed in two-
dimensional structure.  

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

2.1. Field model 

Ωe elements have been analyzed on account of their electrical properties in a selected 
frequency range, assuming that input function is harmonic. Flow of high-frequency current 
through element structure must take into account field effects and edge effects, e.g. current 
compression in local narrowings (Fig. 3c). Input function in the circuit has been defined as 
electrical potential of known amplitude and frequency; this has been applied to outer side 
surfaces of the element. Local effects have been taken into account in the model; this regards 
coupling of electrical and magnetic fields, with limit upper frequency assumed to be 
fmax = 1 MHz. In order to describe electromagnetic effects in analyzed 3D circuit and taking 
into consideration electrical conductivity σ = σ(x,y,z), Helmholtz differential equation has 
been used for solution of vector magnetic potential A 

 ej JAA   )( 0
22 .  (1) 

If we assume that for given pulsation ω and modelled non-magnetic materials (μ = μ0), vector 
of source electric current density is expressed as:  
 Ve  J , (2) 

then substituting (2) into (1) we obtain equation describing the system:  

 Vj   00
22 )( AA . (3) 

The solution of (3) in frequency domain as well as homogenous Helmhotz equation for 
electric potential V has been obtained with finite element method (FEM). 

2.2. Circuital model 

In case of circuital analysis, a symmetric Ωe cell may be represented as a series-parallel 
connection of identical resistances R and inductances L (Fig. 2). Two-terminal equivalent 
scheme with parameters determined on the basis of field calculations is characterized by 
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likeness of resistances (Rz = R) and self-inductances (Lz = L) in relation to four-terminal 
circuit. On account of element geometry, dominance of conductance in material layer and 
limitation of field variation rate (fmax), cell capacitances have been neglected in the model. 
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Fig.2. Simplified electrical circuits of a single element Ωe 
Rys.2. Uproszczone modele obwodowe pojedynczego elementu Ωe 

Determination of total current density distribution J for a given input function  
U = V2 – V1 has made it possible to calculate lumped (concentrated) parameters. Complex 
impedance has been used to attain this goal:  

     1
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where: S – cross-section of the element. Hence resistance and inductance may be calculated as  
  zz ZR Re , (5) 
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In general case Rz and Lz are frequency-dependent; however, in the adopted circuital model 
we have assumed these parameters to be constant. They have been determined for a default 
initial frequency fmin = 1 kHz; up to this frequency no significant changes in values of Rz and 
Lz have been observed. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 

3.1. Construction of conducting element  

Numerical (field) model created at the start of our research has included a single Ωe 
element, modelled as a 3D structure surrounded by air (σo = 0.001 S/m, μo = 1). Input function 
has been set as a Dirichlet boundary condition, with potentials V1 and V2 (Fig. 3b) placed at 
opposite edges. In the same way equivalent material has been modelled (with calculated 
parameters σeff, μeff). It has been assumed that conducting elements Ωe, which constitute 
operating layer of ΩS material, are made of copper with specific conductivity equal to 
σe = 5.6·107 S/m. The assumed cell dimensions are constant (Fig. 1) and equal to 
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Δx = Δy = 5 mm and Δz = 0.2 mm. Prediction of ΩS system properties is founded upon single 
cell properties and base ΩB properties (this base is made of epoxide laminate: σb = 10-15 S/m, 
μb = 1, εb = 4.1). Modelling of the base has been neglected here because of its insulating 
character and negligible impact on electromagnetic field in the frequency range 0 to 1 MHz. 
The proposed geometries have been classified into 3 variants: mod0, mod1, mod2 (Fig. 3). 
These variants have differed as to the deformation rate of inner geometry, i.e. elasticity and 
scope of adaptation to set criteria of element shape/properties. 
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Fig.3. Optimal geometries of elements Ωe for cut-off frequency fo = 90 kHz with indication of 
geometrical parameters c, d, r, r1, r2: a) variant mod0, b) variant mod1, c) variant mod2 

Rys.3. Optymalne geometrie elementów Ωe dla częstotliwości odcięcia fo = 90 kHz z zaznaczeniem 
parametrów geometrycznych c, d, r, r1, r2: a) wariant mod0, b) wariant mod1, c) wariant mod2 

Elements have been formed basing on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm, 
which is described e.g. in [7]. Element structure is defined by modification of chosen 
geometry elements of thin rhombic element. Contact c and notch d influence the width and 
length of current path. Rounding r and arms’ indentations (curvature radii r1 and r2) introduce 
local modifications of the path; they do not have significant impact on inductance. The task of 
the algorithm has been to select these parameters in order to obtain required frequency 
response (characteristic point of frequency response curve is required cut-off frequency fo). 
Minimization of error between set and obtained frequency response has been established as 
selection criterion. Criteria, results and discussion of optimum geometries for selected cell 
variants may be found in [4]. 

3.2. Equivalent material 

In the assigned task of homogenizing discussed cell geometries we assume that it is 
possible to represent these cells in the form of homogeneous isotropic material with set 
external dimensions (Δx × Δy × Δz), conductance σeff and magnetic permeability μeff which 
result from unique structure of the elements.  
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Fig.4. Example of replacing real cell structure by equivalent homogeneous material with effective 
electrical parameters 

Rys.4. Przykład zastąpienia rzeczywistej struktury komórkowej ekwiwalentnym materiałem 
jednorodnym o efektywnych parametrach elektrycznych 

Exchanging such geometrically complex cells for homogenous material (e.g. in order to 
continue calculations) is advantageous since analysis of large-scale systems becomes 
simplified and is replaced by a more trivial, cubic geometry with variable material 
coefficients. Therefore, it becomes possible to investigate ΩS systems with arbitrary geometry 
(not necessarily rectangular); modelling these systems as uniform and continuous layers with 
effective parameters makes complex calculations simple. This might be in particular helpful 
in case of composite materials with numerous non-homogenous layers, where modelling time-
dependent effects in 3D is highly demanding. 

4. HOMOGENIZATION OF PROPERTIES 

Evaluation of effective parameters of homogenous material has been done basing on cell  
two-terminal circuital model. Equivalent resistances (5) and inductances (6) of the elements, 
calculated previously with FEM, make it possible to determine directly effective parameters 
of equivalent materials. Basing on the formula describing resistance of linear conductor in 
stationary field and assuming that electric current flows parallel to the axis  
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and since Δx = Δy. electrical conductance may be expressed by a simplified formula  

   1 zRzeff . (8) 

Cell inductance depends on its relative magnetic permeability. However, majority of 
analytical equations used in inductance calculations of a flat conductor with known 
dimensions [2, 8] assumes that material is non-magnetic, which means that magnetic 
permeability of the entire conductor-environment system is uniform. Therefore it becomes 
important to determine the impact of flat conductor material on its inductance, excluding all 
other effects. The proposed solution assumes that it is possible to approximate the dependence 
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of self-inductance Lm of uniform and rectangular plate on relative magnetic permeability μeff 
of plate’s material with a linear function; function’s coefficients dL, L1 are selected in 
accordance with width Δy 
     11 LdLL effeffm   , (9) 

where L1 is plate’s self-inductance if plate is made of non-magnetic material (μeff = 1). When 
(9) is transformed and in case of material with known inductance Lm = Lz we obtain 

 11 



dL

LLz
eff . (10) 

Evaluation of parameters dL and L1 has been conducted on the basis of separate numerical 
calculations of uniform, square, thin-layer conducting plate.  

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

5.1. Electrical properties of thin-layer structures  

At first parameters of function (9) have been evaluated; they are indispensable for 
subsequent analytical determination of effective parameters of homogenous structure. 
Rectangular homogenous conductor (Fig.4) has been subjected to numerical calculations. Its 
dimensions (5 × 5 × 0.2 mm) have been kept constant, while permeability has been gradually 
increased. Self-inductance has been calculated on the basis of (4) and (6). 

 

Fig.5. Self-inductance of homogeneous rectangular conductor vs. its magnetic permeability 
Rys.5. Zależność indukcyjności własnej jednorodnego przewodnika prostokątnego od jego 

przenikalności względnej 

We have observed the predicted proportional increase of inductance against magnetic 
permeability (Fig.5). Interpolation of calculated values with linear function is possible and 
relative mean-square-error is equal to RMSE% = 0.103%. Application of (9) makes it possible 
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to determine with great precision effective relative permeability in the range of 1 to 100. 
Values of function parameters (on the basis of curve shown in Fig.5) are dL = 0.0206 nH and 
L1 = 1.432 nH. 

Cell homogenization has been preceded by calculation of cell equivalent resistance and 
inductance, seen from the pair of terminals located at outer and opposite side edges. 
Calculated field model has made it possible to take into account phenomena such as skin 
effect or proximity effect. These effects influence increase of structure resistance and decrease 
of inductance at high frequencies of conducted current. However, on account of dimensions 
and thin-layer construction of elements, these effects may be neglected even up to 10 kHz 
frequency. The proposed approach assumes homogenization of properties on the basis of 
resistances and inductances calculated at 1 kHz frequency. This means that additional impact 
of field effects has been neglected. 

Table 1. 

Equivalent cell electrical parameters 

mod fo [kHz] Rz [Ω] Lz [nH] σeff [S/m] μeff [-] 
20 2.00E-04 1.724 2.495E+07 14.170 
60 7.32E-04 1.959 6.833E+06 25.587 
90 8.75E-04 1.967 5.717E+06 25.974 

110 9.28E-04 2.058 5.389E+06 30.359 
0 

180 1.34E-03 2.548 3.731E+06 54.179 
20 2.15E-04 1.788 2.327E+07 17.271 
60 6.99E-04 2.031 7.150E+06 29.055 
90 1.47E-03 2.477 3.401E+06 50.720 

110 1.36E-03 2.153 3.676E+06 34.977 
1 

180 2.23E-03 2.045 2.242E+06 29.744 
20 2.64E-04 2.269 1.894E+07 40.639 
60 7.51E-04 2.042 6.657E+06 29.622 
90 1.36E-03 2.281 3.676E+06 41.217 

110 1.69E-03 2.626 2.959E+06 57.954 
2 

180 2.88E-03 2.487 1.736E+06 51.212 
 

Element geometries have been selected with the help of optimizing algorithm, on account 
of required value of cut-off frequency fo (Table 1). Each variant (mod0, mod1, mod2) had 
been subjected to calculations until algorithm has found geometric parameters (c, d, r, r1, r2), 
where fit error is minimum. Equivalent resistances and inductances have been calculated for 
selected geometries (Table 1). Geometries which allow similar cut-off frequencies differ in 
these parameters; e.g. for fo = 110 kHz resistance Ωe based on mod0 has been equal to 0.928 
mΩ, for mod1 1.36 mΩ, while for mod2 – 1.69 mΩ. Since fo depends on the ratio R/L, 
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inductances for appropriate fo have also differed.  
Results indicate the existence of numerous possible geometry configurations, which 

ensure similar electrical dynamic properties. This means that homogenization of properties 
brings about unique assignation of homogenous structure to each geometry; in spite of 
different electrical parameters such structure may ensure identical frequency response. Cell 
properties homogenized on the basis of (8) and (10) indicate that effective conductivity will 
always be less than conductivity of elements’ materials (σeff < σe), while relative magnetic 
permeability will be many times greater (μeff >> μe). However, it must be stressed that this 
permeability is satisfied only when fields are variable in time.  

Electrical conductivities decrease, while permeabilities increase when cut-off frequency 
goes up. The smallest value of σeff (1.736·106 S/m) as well as the highest μeff (57.954) have 
been obtained in case of most complex variant, i.e. mod2. Developing cell structure results 
not only in the possibility of severe reduction in conductivity, but also in nearly doubling the 
value of inductance (homogenous plate with identical dimension is characterized by 
inductance equal to L1 = 1.432 nH, while self-inductance of the cells exceeds 2.6 nH). 

5.2. Frequency responses of real and homogenous structures  

Calculation of effective equivalent parameters of homogenous structures has been used 
for determination of their frequency responses and comparation of these curves with 
characteristics of real cell structures. In this case, field calculations of material with 
determined effective parameters have taken into account phenomena such as skin effect or 
dependence of homogenous material’s inductance on frequency of conducted current.  

 

Fig. 6. Frequency response of the real cell structure and equivalent homogeneous material at required 
fo = 20 kHz for variants: a) mod0, b) mod1, c) mod2 

Rys. 6. Odpowiedź częstotliwościowa rzeczywistej struktury komórkowej i ekwiwalentnego materiału 
jednorodnego przy zadanej fo = 20 kHz dla wariantów: a) mod0, b) mod1, c) mod2 
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Fig. 7. Frequency response of the real cell structure and equivalent homogeneous material at required 
fo = 180 kHz for variants: a) mod0, b) mod1, c) mod2 

Rys. 7. Odpowiedź częstotliwościowa rzeczywistej struktury komórkowej i ekwiwalentnego materiału 
jednorodnego przy zadanej fo = 180 kHz dla wariantów: a) mod0, b) mod1, c) mod2 

Geometries ensuring low frequency fo (Fig. 6) have been precisely imitated with 
equivalent material. Characteristics of real and homogenous structures coincide almost 
completely. However, in case of mod2 geometry variant and in stopband above 100 kHz, 
material characteristic starts to diverge from cell characteristic. As a result of homogenization 
procedure, shape of mod2 element has exhibited almost double effective magnetic 
permeability in relation to mod0 or mod1. Hence we may expect a stronger impact of skin 
effect on equivalent resistance of the material; increase of this resistance at higher frequencies 
leads to change of inclination of spectral-response characteristic, this may be observed in the 
range of relatively high frequencies, that is above fo. 

Imitation of cell characteristics with high cut-off frequency fo is also precise (Fig. 7). 
However, the tendency is reversed and geometry based on mod0 variant exhibits a rise in the 
stopband. Materials corresponding to mod1 and mod2 imitate appropriate cells with greatest 
precision among all obtained results. Moreover, frequency response of mod0, in spite of 
optimal geometry, does not imitate a set characteristic – cut-off frequency is equal to 90 kHz 
instead of 180 kHz.  

Table 2. 

Relative root-mean-square error of imitated frequency response curves  

fo [kHz] ∆K0 [%] ∆K1 [%] ∆K2 [%] 
20 4.109 4.949 12.728 
60 4.575 5.551 5.348 
90 4.454 5.797 4.965 

110 5.838 3.785 6.038 
180 9.708 1.450 2.064 

At low fo frequencies the smallest mean-square-errors of the difference in curves 
corresponding to real and homogenized structures (Table 2) are expected for materials 
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replacing geometries obtained on the mod0 basis. When fo is increased, mod1 variant 
structures perform better. Results of homogenization of most geometrically complex cells are 
suggestive (mod2). Errors indicate difficulties in replacing these structures with equivalent 
material in the entire range of fo. In relation to remaining geometries, these errors have been 
comparable (e.g. fo = 60 kHz) or significantly higher (e.g. fo = 20 kHz). 

 

Fig.8. Relative error of imitating the frequency response of the real cell by equivalent material at: 
a) fo = 20 kHz, b) fo = 60 kHz 

Rys.8. Błąd względny odwzorowania charakterystyki amplitudowej rzeczywistej komórki przez 
materiał ekwiwalentny przy: a) fo = 20 kHz, b) fo = 60 kHz 

  

Fig.9. Relative error of imitating the frequency response of the real cell by equivalent material at: 
a) fo = 110 kHz, b) fo = 180 kHz 

Rys.9. Błąd względny odwzorowania charakterystyki amplitudowej rzeczywistej komórki przez 
materiał ekwiwalentny przy: a) fo = 110 kHz, b) fo = 180 kHz 

The courses of relative errors are characterized by three particular zones. In conduction 
band there is ideal coincidence of structure characteristics before and after homogenization. 
Region fo is characterized by underestimation of values and divergence of frequency response 
curves (Figs. 8 and 9), with difference not exceeding -5%. At frequencies greater than fo the 
stopband of equivalent material moves away from cell results, and error increases 
dynamically with even 2.45% rise per each subsequent 100 kHz. These curves retain their 
shape after homogenization in case of low frequencies; when frequency is increased, 
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significant differences start to appear. Fig.9b shows that greatest underestimation error may 
be predicted for cut-off frequency range. The equivalent material replacing mod0 variant is 
distinguished by rapid increase of error for frequencies above 100 kHz. Two other variants, in 
spite of error increasing above 500 kHz, may still be successfully imitated by homogenous 
material (this is because error and its dynamics are not great). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Method for homogenization of properties has been proposed and described for three 
different structure variants of conducting element, whose geometrical parameters have been 
optimized in order to obtain required frequency response curve. Complex cell structures have 
been replaced with homogenous equivalent material, with effective electrical conductivity and 
magnetic permeability calculated on the basis of cell circuital model. Equivalent circuit 
parameters used in homogenization as well as frequency response curves have been calculated 
on the basis of 3D FEM computations run in frequency domain. Dependence between 
equivalent inductance of the structure with known and constant outer dimensions and its 
relative magnetic permeability has been suggested. Coefficients of this function have been 
also determined on the basis of separate tests.  

Homogenization of real structure allows its modelling in fields at low frequencies (up to 
100 kHz) with minimum error. If frequency is higher than 500 kHz, a fast increase of error in 
frequency response before and after homogenization has been observed. The presented 
method has a drawback, since representation of cell properties in fast-changing fields is not 
adequate. However, when selection between different variants is conducted, it is still possible 
to choose one structure (optimized from the viewpoint of required criteria), where 
homogenization will ensure satisfactory representation of properties at frequencies of up to 
even 1 MHz (e.g. mod0 for  fo = 20 kHz, or mod1 for fo = 180 kHz). 
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